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Season 2021-2022

Brand Conklin

Name All American Rainbow

Limited Edition 1898 pieces (fountain pen); 898 pieces (rollerball pen)

                                   Fountain pen             Rollerball pen

Mode Fountain pen & Rollerball pen

Availability 1-Oct-21

Mode Fountain Pen Rollerball Pen

Material:

Body Brass with rainbow PVD (Physical Vapor Deposition) plating Brass with rainbow PVD (Physical Vapor Deposition) plating

Cap Brass with rainbow PVD (Physical Vapor Deposition) plating Brass with rainbow PVD (Physical Vapor Deposition) plating

Clip Brass with rainbow PVD (Physical Vapor Deposition) plating Brass with rainbow PVD (Physical Vapor Deposition) plating

Front Section Brass with rainbow PVD (Physical Vapor Deposition) plating Brass with rainbow PVD (Physical Vapor Deposition) plating

Dimension cap closed - 145 mm/5.7 in(L); 

without cap - 128 mm/5.04 in(L); 

cap on bottom - 173 mm/6.8 in(L); 

diameter - 15.1 mm/0.6 in

cap closed - 145 mm/5.7 in(L); 

without cap - 124 mm/4.9 in(L);  

cap on bottom - 169 mm/6.6 in(L); 

diameter - 15.1mm/0.6in

Weight  74 gram (0.16 lb) 83 gram (0.18 lb)

Nib: N/A*

Material Jowo stainless steel N/A*

Nib point size extra fine (0.65mm), fine (0.70mm), medium (0.85mm), 

broad (1.0mm), stub (1.1mm), omniflex (0.75mm) 
N/A*

Nib color rainbow PVD (Physical Vapor Deposition) plating N/A*

Item Numbers CK76186 - extra fine               CK76184 - broad

CK76181 - fine                         CK76183 - stub 

CK76182 - medium                  CK76187 - omniflex 

CK76185

$ (dollars) $135 $115

 PUBLIC RETAIL PRICE

 PRODUCT ITEM NUMBERS

Product Specification

Fountain pen: standard ink cartridge

                         threaded ink converter (included)

Rollerball pen: international rollerball refill (included)

Filling system

DETAILED PRODUCT INFORMATION

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Conklin is an ever-evolving brand, creating trends and  new tiers of 

style with every pen release, so be sure to  standout and radiate with 

our new one. Encompass the qualities of an atmospheric phenomena 

with your new lucky pen. For the first time ever, The Conklin Pen 

Company is proud to introduce the limited edition All American Model 

in solid brass with rainbow PVD coating. Tasting the rainbow is one 

thing, but writing with one is another. Look at how remarkable these 

colors are, ranging from soft sky purple-blue gradients to an enamoring 

ocean-teal coat blended with a glistening yellow. Rotating the pen in 

light reflects its true unlimited essence out perfectly acting as a 

rainbow doppelganger. As you write, you’ll take notice of our first ever 

rainbow overlay nibs and clips as well, catching  how they too reflect 

PVD rainbow essences with every stroke you make. PVD (Physical 

Vapor Deposition) is considered to be, by far, the most durable super 

hard coating available today; so no scratches can rain on your parade. 

This rare pen offers outstanding eye glimmering  qualities of its 

rainbow coat. Hold the visual wonders of it in your hand as it refracts 

beams of color on your skin. 
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Name Conklin luxury gift box

Material Outer material: blue PU leather with gold color stitching 

Inner material: beige fabric

Dimensions 18 (L) x 6.5 (W) x 4.5 (H) cm; 

7.09 (L) x 2.56 (W) x 1.77 (H) in 

Color Blue

Extras warranty card

refill instruction card

story card

2 international size ink cartridges (blue & black)

Sleeve Custom designed paper sleeve

*N/A=not applicable

PACKAGING INFORMATION


